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Interviews 
Interview with Buff Whitman-Bradley 

About the Author 

 
Buff Whitman-Bradley is the au-

thor of three other books of poetry, b. 

eagle, poet, The Honey Philosophies, 

and Realpolitik: Poems of Protest, 

Outrage and Resistance; and the chap-

book, Everything Wakes Up! His 

poems have appeared in many print 

and online journals. He is also the 

author of two non-fiction books for 

young readers, Endings: A Book 

About Death, and Where Do I Be-

long: A Kids’ Guide to Step Families; 

and a book for teachers, Growing 

from Word Play Into Poetry. In addi-

tion, he is co-editor, with Cynthia 

Whitman-Bradley and Sarah Lazare, 

of the book About Face: Military Re-

sisters Turn Against War.  He has 

worked in film as well, co-producing/

directing, with Cynthia, the award-

winning death-row documentary, 

Outside In; and, with the MIRC Film 

Collective, a documentary about un-

documented migrants, Por Que Ven-

imos. 

 

SCP: Thank you so much for  Buff for  taking the time to speak with us. Can you 

start by telling us about the motivation behind your work? The inspiration? 

Buff: I told someone recently who asked about my poetry that I simply wanted to 

shed a little of my own light on what it is to be human.  That’s what I hope to do, try to 

do, in my poems.  Years ago I developed a little mantra to explain to/remind myself what 

kind of poems I wanted to write – simple, direct, quiet, and true.   

SCP: As a poet you have written extensively about protest and political change. Will 

you tell us about your thoughts on poetry as a political tool and/or catalyst? What kind of 

substantial change (if any) can poetry bring about?  Do you find that writing and activism 

are part of a symbiotic relationship, or does one more directly generate the other? 

Buff: I have written many  political poems – sometimes I call them “free verse op-

eds.” They’re mostly simple and straightforward, true I hope, but definitely not quiet.  I 

don’t know if those poems are good poetry, or poetry at all for that matter.  I think many 

people would say that they are not, that they lack subtlety and nuance, that they have no 

mystery or surprise in them, no intriguing interiors.  I’m not really worried about that, 

because when I write these kinds of poems I am usually outraged or hurt and I want to 

shout, to wail, to howl, to scold, to protest,  to point a finger, to demand, to condemn, to 

name names, to dramatize, to tell anybody who will listen about an injustice and my hu-

man response to it.   

I often write about not only particular issues but also about how, with others, I take action 

in response.  I do, and have done, lots of activism, have been arrested a couple of dozen 

times for acts civil disobedience, so that’s a big part of my life and I think it’s important 

to include those episodes it in my poems.  To say, “I’m not just complaining about this, 

I’m standing up, speaking out, sitting down in the streets. 

SCP: Besides your  focus on political issues you have also written some really won-

derful nature poems. Quiet works full of contemplation, wild horses, and the shift of sea-

sons.  

What purpose does nature serve in your life and work, and do you have any trouble hold-

ing these seemingly opposite tensions in place i.e. the fierce and seemingly urban identity 

of an activist versus the softer, more passive role of nature poet? 

Buff: My relationship with the natural wor ld lubr icates my spir it, keeps me supple, 

flexible, alert, alive.  Without generous amounts of time in the hills, in the woods, listen-

ing to what creeks and woodpeckers and jays have to say, watching sunlight make its way 

among the trees, I would dry up and blow away.  So of course I must write about the 

beauty I encounter there – but beauty  is not quite the right word because it objectifies 
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nature, something out there rather than an intimate part of my being.  What I’m saying, I guess, is that nature isn’t beautiful, 

nature and I are indistinguishable from each other.  That’s a clumsy way to say it, but that’s what I’m trying to convey, real-

ly, in all my “nature poems” – nature is me/us, we are each other.  So I go out into nature to check up on myself, learn all 

over again who I am, how I’m doing, whether or not I’m headed down the right path.  In order to go out into the streets, I 

need to go out into nature. 

SCP: Switching gears a bit, what do you think is the future of independent poetry publishing? There are so many 

new technologies out there, and so many innovative publishers, do you see poetry taking on a more prominent role in our 

popular literature?  

Buff: I love it that there are these new ways of publishing poetry – websites and blogs  as well as traditional print jour-

nals.  I’m a print guy --  I love placing work in print journals – but I’m guessing that the poems I’ve placed in online jour-

nals have been read by many more people than have read my poems on the printed page.  I hope print journals are not on 

their way out.  I like how they feel in the hand, how they look, how they smell.  But the web has expanded exponentially the 

potential audience for poetry.   I don’t know how many people wrote and published poems in the pre-internet days, but 

when I look around at all these poetry sites brimming over with poems, it seems to me that there must be a real explosion of 

creative writing going on these days.   

SCP: And what about your  own publishing/submissions process? You have had numerous books and chapbooks in 

all sorts of different formats put out. How often do you usually send work out? Do you dapple a lot with self-publishing? 

Buff: Years ago I had two books of poems published by two different presses not my own.  (I also wrote some nonfic-

tion books published by other publishers.) My last two poetry books I published myself.   I swallowed hard before doing it.   

Having a manuscript accepted by a poetry press says, to me, “Someone besides me thinks these poems are good enough to 

be read by others.”  It affirms the work, legitimizes the published volume, in ways that self-publishing doesn’t/cant.  Never 

mind that Whitman, Thoreau, Joyce, Pound and any number of other great writers self-published, when people ask you who 

published our new book, most of us cringe a little as we admit that we did it ourselves.  How I’ve made myself feel OK 

about it is to publish in book form poems that have been previously published in journals. I think all but one of the poems in 

Realpolitik were first published in various print and online journals first; the same with fifty of the fifty-six poems in When 

Compasses Grow Old. Over the past four-five years I’ve had pieces accepted in about 40 journals, I think.  I’m sending 

work out all the time. 

SCP: Any other  thoughts you would like to share with the world?  

Buff: Off the top of my head, here are some poems I really love (and many more by these wonderful poets):  

James Wright – “Autumn begins in Martin’s Ferry, Ohio” 

Stephen Dunn – “The metaphysicians of South Jersey” 

Jim Harrison --  “Horses” 

Mary Oliver – “Wild geese” 

Emily Dickinson – “After great pain, a formal feeling comes” 

William Butler Yeats – “The song of wandering Aengus” 

Ted Kooser –  “Flying at night” 

Robert Herrick – “Whenas in silks my Julia goes” 

Wendell Berry – “The peace of wild things” 

Pablo Neruda – “Ode to my socks” 

SCP: Thank you so much for  your  time! 
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Special feature 
About the Cover Artist: Ashley J. Velon 

Ashley J. Velon 

A Chicago native, Ashley's life has 

taken her all over the country and 

parts of Europe. As a result, her work 

is an ever-evolving process that re-

flects the people and places she has 

been fortunate enough to meet along 

the way. 

 

What inspires your art?   

Everything and anything. My surroundings. The people in my life; 

the experiences I've had. A leaf I pass on my way home. A burning ciga-

rette against a night sky. A good cup of coffee. Any of it; all of it. Beauty is 

everywhere.  

What is your creative process like? How do you go about creating a piece? 

Well that is a loaded question. I don't have one specific process. Instead it 

varies from piece to piece. Sometimes I have a clear idea of what to accom-

plish and other times I just start painting and see what happens. Sometimes 

it's a mix and other times it might be something totally different. It depends 

on how I'm feeling. Often I'm amazed at how much transformation some 

pieces undergo. The joy of doing abstract expressionist work is I never 

know exactly how a piece will turn out. Sometimes I can start and finish a 

piece in one sitting, others will take me weeks or months. But I always end 

my pieces the same: when it feels done, I put down my brush.  

 

What do you think the role of the visual arts is in modern-day America, or 

even globally? 

The visual arts are much like music. They transcend language barriers. 

They can convey ideas, thoughts, arguments, stories and much more all 

within the frame of a canvas. You can learn about a different era or culture 

just by looking at a piece. A piece of art can speak 1,000x louder than a 

speech. Visual arts have the ability to educate, create inspiration and bring 

about social change. In today's technologically savvy world, an image can 

cross the world in seconds. That's pretty powerful.   

So in the end...what makes you tick? 

When people chew their gum loudly in my ear.  Petty I know, but it drives 

me nuts. But really it’s this overwhelming need to get these creative images 

onto a tangible object. There's something very therapeutic about getting 

paint onto canvas and watching a piece come to fruition.   

 

www.velonartwork.com  

http://www.velonartwork.com
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"Cosmic Explosion"  

Acrylic, mixed materials and media on stretched canvas.  

"Dripping Star"  

Acrylic on stretched canvas.   

"Mountain by the Sea"  

Acrylic and mixed materials on stretched canvas.   
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"Gunner's Cigarette" Acrylic on stretched canvas.   

Currently on display at the Chicago Public Library.   
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Special feature 
Winner of the 2013 Poetry Prize 

3 Days Prior to April Fools Through Friday the 13th-  

A Fortnight of Reckoning in the Year of the Dragon   

 

I want not to have reinjured my rotator cuff brooming record breaking snow off 

trees the first days of spring 

I want my fingers not to be numb 

I do not want to sleep coffined in pillows 

the shroud of blankets angry against my skin 

After my sister’s 2nd mammogram I want the technician not to say we’re doing an 

ultrasound 

I want the nurse not to come in and say the doctor will see you now 

I want the doctor not to say … biopsy …  

I don’t want to explain to my sister that she might have cancer 

I want my sister not to say ok that sounds fine 

I want the scheduling nurse not to say 2 weeks should probably be ok 

I want her primary doctor not to have called that very day 

not to have checked to see if we were happy with the progress 

I want no more bad news 

no more friends with heart attacks, strokes, bad divorces, dead dogs 

prostate cancer, mothers hospitalized with pneumonia 

no more posthumous emails no 

I want all of my phones to stop ringing 

I want it all to be lies 

 

 

 

Laura LeHew 

Laura LeHew is the author  of a 
collection of poems, two chapbooks, 
numerous articles and poems in filling 
Station, Ghost Town, 
PANK, Slice and Spillway among 
others. She knows nothing of gardens 
or gardening but is well versed in the 
cultivation of cats. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
www.lauralehew.com  

 
www.utteredchaos.org   

Want a free electronic version of a specially designed postcard featuring Laura’s winning  

poem? Click the link below and leave us your name and email and we will send one straight to 

your inbox in February! 

www.sevencirclepress.com/prizecard 

http://www.lauralehew.com
http://www.utteredchaos.org
http://www.sevencirclepress.com/prizecard
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SCP: So fir st off congratulations on winning the 2013 SCP Poetry Pr ize! Your  poem “3 Days Prior to April Fools 

Through Friday the 13th- A Fortnight of Reckoning in the Year of the Dragon” is extremely beautiful and poignant. Could 

you start off by telling us just a little bit about the impetus of the poem? A sliver of what’s behind it? 

Laura: Thanks I’m super excited about winning. While mostly I make things up while I’m writing every once in a while a 

confessional poem just happens to appear and this is one of those times. For two weeks everything I did spiraled to some-

thing more serious. There was serious snow. I did reinjure my shoulder. My sister in the poem has dementia. Luckily all the 

things in the poem seem so farfetched and impossible and spaced so closely together that most everyone believes I have 

made it all up; only the people reading this interview will know the truth. 

SCP: And what are some of the other  big projects you’re working on right now? Pending collections or publications? 

Laura: My personal projects are: 

1. to finish up a full length collection of poems called Thirst which is about my sister’s dementia and to find a home for 

it forthwith 

2. to finish and home a collection How to Build a Paper Crane, poems of divorce 

 

SCP: We know that you yourself run a small book publishing venture called Uttered Chaos 

(www.utteredchaos.com). Can you tell us a little bit about its history? What led you to start your own press?  

 

Laura: Uttered Chaos began as a reading ser ies with Colette Jonopulos (Tiger’s Eye). As part of my MFA I took a 

number of book arts classes. After I because frustrated with the number of good poets who could not get chapbooks or 

books it seemed only natural to move into the small press world.  

Uttered Chaos will an anthology of poems edited by Liz Nakazawa, The Knotted Bond: Oregon Poets Speak of Their Sis-

ters, a chapbook by Patty Wixon called Side Effects, a technical book called Command Line Kung-Fu by writers Paul Asa-

doorian, Tim Medin, Hal Pomeranz, and Ed Skoudis and finally Mrs. Schrödinger’s Breast, a full length collection of po-

ems by Quinton Hallett.  

 

SCP: How does publishing the work of others paly into your  own work? Do you find that editing and publishing oth-

er people’s poetry inspires your own writing or are they completely separate pursuits?  

Laura: It is all very cyclic to me, r ead good writing, become inspired, wr ite better . There is an intimacy with putting 

a book together, by living with another’s work you learn the beauty and strength of an author’s lines, subjects or even cover 

art. It seeps into my own work.  

SCP: What do you think is the current state of poetry publishing in the states? Cer tainly the web is home to many 

established and blossoming journals, but is there an audience?  

Laura: I love the state of flux in the publishing industry. I think this is a time where things happen if you are open to 

it. Absolutely there is an audience. 

SCP: What’s your own creative process like? How do you begin/end a poem? What’s your editing/submission process 

like? 

 

Interview with Laura LeHew 

http://www.utteredchaos.com
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Laura: When a poem is ready in my head I sit down at my computer  and type the whole thing out title to finish in 

order line by line by whatever form it takes – sonnet, tercet, free verse. I save the poem, leave it open on my desktop and 

sometime later usually a day, I save it as another version and make whatever edits have come to mind. I print it out and 

bring it to critique group. It then sits clipped together with all the comments until such time as the poem calls to me and 

then I look through all the comments, recalling what everyone individually and as a group has said about the poem and 

make any final edits. I do sestina’s the same way. I have to live with the end words until the poem is ready. 

Submissions—the first thing I do after saving my poem is to save the title in my tracking spreadsheet. I try always to submit 

on Sunday’s. Switching sides of the brain—writing or submitting often leads to new poems. 99% of what I submit is on-

line. Duotrope (www.duotrope.com) is well worth the money. 

SCP: Any other  thoughts to share with our  readers?  

Laura: Live long and prosper . 

SCP: And lastly…what’s with the tiger in the photo on your website (www.lauralehew.com)? 

Laura: In the ear ly morning of my 50th birthday Sultan, the tiger, and I went for a walk at Tiger Island, a park outside of 

Brisbane, Australia. What you never see in any of the pictures—4 big guys with clubs and walk-talkies (just in case). Tigers 

can only be walked in the morning, before the park opens. 

SCP: Thank you so much for  your  time and for  shar ing your  wonderful work! 

http://www.duotrope.com
http://www.lauralehew.com
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poetry 
Lara Candland 

Lara Candland is a poet, librettist, per former  and screenwriter . Her  work has appeared in  Fence, The Colorado Re-

view, Barrow Street, Fine Madness, Unsaid, The Quarterly, and other journals. Candland was nominated for a 2014 Pushcart 

Prize. She was commissioned by the Genesis Foundation for New Opera to write Sunset for Pink Pastoral, which was premi-

ered and workshopped at Sadler’s Wells Theatre in London, and later performed in Salt Lake City, Vancouver, and Seat-

tle. She performs with Lalage, a duo featuring her live electronic voice manipulations, and was a founding member and libret-

tist for Seattle Experimental Opera. The screenplay version of Sunset with Pink Pastoral was selected as a finalist for the Sun-

dance Institute’s Screenwriter’s Lab.  In addition, Candland is an avid cook and food writer, and teaches poetry, creative writ-

ing, and food writing.  Her book Alburnum of the Green and Living Tree was published by BlazeVox in 2010.    

a shade tree 
 
i suddenly recognized the caesura 
as not silence: what it was:: 
a pause in the heat—a levitation, then: 
a little frisson from satan himself 
telling me: don’t stop. 
 
don’t let me catch you. 
did i believe in darkness? 
i had seen it, or so i had thought. 
 
did i believe in the devil whale? 
it had floated in the corner 
for many years 
 
did i have a mote in my eye? 
i did. 
 
was i able to pluck it out? 
i was not, no. 
 
the figure resting in the shade 
knew how odd it was 
for me to write in the past tense, how risky                        how transgressive 
 
the figure looked up 
counted the leaves on the willow branches 
lips moving. 
 
how wrong to compose a narrative poem! 
the shade knew. 
he let me do it anyway. 
  
he knew how loved the willow— 
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how true it was— 
and how great my devotion 
to each little serpent tongued leaf. 
 
every time i lifted the curtain he was looking up 
counting leaves 
sitting in lotus 
lips moving. 
 
i swear to you 
i don’t believe in evil. 
 
 

the packet embarks from nantucket 
 
everyday:  am i dead now? 
what happened to the owners 
of the tractor, meditating, rusting, 
or the zen canoe 
roped at the dock? 
writing the daily list 
of tasks: 

 
1.     visit farm 
2.     embark from a pebbly shore 
3.     check on tractor 
4.     love the velvet-tipped cattails & the pale quiche moon more 
5.     don’t be indifferent 
 

she can’t seem to cross 
items  #1 thru 5 from the list 
to find her place 
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Clinton Van Inman was born in England in 1945, graduated from San Diego State University in 1977. He is currently 

a high school teacher in Tampa Bay. He lives in Sun City Center, Florida with his wife, Elba.       

His recent publications include Poetry, BlackCatPoems, The Inclement, The Tower Journal, The Beatnik, Down in the Dirt, 

Hudson View, and Indiana University Spirits to name a few.     

 

Plato’s Cave 

 

Of course the rooms are filled with shadows 

While lazar lights and computer programs prove 

More cost effective than fire yet the cardboard 

Cut-outs and the curtains have remained the same 

As well as those old lies that trees are real, 

That the way out really goes somewhere, 

That math leads more than circles, 

And that the Wizard himself is behind the curtains 

Keeping the whole domino world from collapsing. 

Yet only a few poets and down and outers dare climb 

The arduous way out as most prefer 

To sit and argue about living conditions 

And have learned to love the rope 

Or some other back door reality. 

                                                        

Clinton Van Inman 
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Steve Klepetar teaches literature and creative writing at Saint Cloud State University in Minnesota. His work has re-

ceived several nominations for the Pushcart Prize and Best of the Net. Flutter Press has recently published his latest chap-

book, My Father Teaches Me a Magic Word.  

 

Legerdemain 
 
Now you see it, now 
your eye leaps 
behind a cloud 
of snow 
 
disappears up 
the old man’s 
sleeve, down 
 a storm 
drain, dragged 
into a world 
of wings and fur 
 
the tiger 
growls and shakes 
the earth 
your face a miracle 
of teeth and eyes – 
your wonderful 
blinding breath – 
you climb a chain 
of colored kerchiefs 
and the knots hold 
and you are sawed 
in half again 
and your head 
floats free and 
you choose your 
card with care 
and with those 
 
headless hands 
find it nailed again 
gently into each 
bloodless palm 

Steve Klepetar 
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Philip Kobylarz has had work appear  in Connecticut Review, Basalt, Santa Fe Literary Review, New American Writ-

ing, Poetry Salzburg Review and the Best American Poetry anthology. His book, Rues, was recently published by Blue Light 

Press of San Francisco. 

 
of exes and spots 
 
the last of the summer flies 
buzz in circles on the window sill. 
Their evasion of months of cobwebs 
and fan blades have earned them 
this much. A final hurrah at the warped 
window panes, the manic whir 
of their magnetic wings; 
they drop like anise seeds 
and dry into caskets of lint in the light 
of late November. They suspected the air 
outside was warmer when it wasn't. 
Heat being a factor of magnification. 
The physics of glass, sun, and angle 
stir the soup of air as invisible as chopsticks. 
When the physics of memory 
and tables of elements lie. 
                                           Same as ever 
belladonna casts off her batik scarves 
and the fields outside wash to ochre, 
umber, sienna, sepia, dun; (sash 
weights ripening inside the walls) 
a knocking heard from within. Outside 
the harvest's opulence of gourd and blackberry 
is revealed by the naked black limbs 
of the trees gesture to the lovers 
walking their dog up the grass hill where 
there is an acorn tree and a hundred 
and sixty degree view. 
 
                                             Portraiture of cities, 
or knots in the tails of kites, 
trail vines of smoke that empty off clouds 
or shadows of clouds lit up like war. 
The radio tower's aerials blink 
their single red eyes 
to the contrails of jets  
that are trying to spell 
something– 

Philip Kobylarz 
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Threadbare 
 
From that day, one vow deliriously broken. Waking 
state: when eyes are naturally chameleon-like 
and the alarm, merely a type, that once levitated 
Byzantine emperors, now confined to a dumb metal 
ringing, really a cry for help. Another day, oncoming. 
To, or not, butter the hair. Breakfast of dried palm leaves. 
Tea with milk, on the balcony, above the city-fresco 
too many times well-captured in paintings mode 
struck with a polluted haze. Bored commuters 
graduated to solitude of their singular cars, moveable 
coffins, free to groom themselves at every third 
traffic light. She carried with her an ague of the 
heart. Never to ease, alone cease, with baths of jazz, 
lavender water, milk of roses. Like the haunted 
in a badly written story, naiveté is believed with a dash 
of over-desired suspense. Perhaps this time it's 
a mummy in the grandfather clock not disappearing 
with each stroke of time. Counting, as if it ends. 
Colored either bright red, or red gone orange, when 
poppies cease to bloom, hats become sought out 
from stores of fashionable repute. Rain holds its own 
therapeutic value. Coldness. Downpours separate one sea 
from another, one Ligurian, the other, not. What's 
left to be built in a day. Pasquinades, a greatcoat, 
the number plate of some obscure lodging. Something 
shared in common by us, buildings, angels, weather. Falls. 
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John C. Mannone, nominated three times for  the Pushcar t, has work in Raven Chronicles, Synaesthesia, 3Elements Re-
view, The Baltimore Review, Prime Mincer, Pirene’s Fountain, The Pedestal, Tipton Poetry Journal, Bloomsbury, Bethany 
House and others. He’s the 2013 Rhysling Chair, the poetry editor for Silver Blade and Abyss & Apex, an adjunct professor 
of physics, and a NASA/JPL Solar System Ambassador for TN. Visit The Art of Poetry at http://jcmannone.wordpress.com. 
 
 
Eclipse 
 
She advanced cloaked in shadows 
From the dawn, took him by the limb 
Kissed him gently at first under her veil 
I saw the sun fiercely osculate the moon 
Yet her passion totally eclipsed his fire 
      He laid his purple crown at her feet. 
 
 
Gold Diggers 
 
They plunged into the flood— 
seekers, their schooners gliding 
through golden prairie grass, 
their dishpan faces rattled 
while fixed on wealthy dreams. 
What turned them 
 
into nightmares? The monotony 
of poverty? Perhaps it was 
metal fume fever, the maddening 
from mercury used to extort gold 
from ore in the mother load, or 
was it simply avarice? 
Didn’t they know that 
‘all that glitters is not gold’? 
The fools. 
 
After they rushed, 
new towns burgeoned 
but now are full of ghosts 
and weeds, just like that 
old man predicted. 
 
Boothill’s full of gunslingin’ 
cowboys with one too many 
tumbles with the Law. 
But the tin badges, too, 

John C. Mannone 

http://jcmannone.wordpress.com/
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they tarnished in the dust, 
all their eyes shut under weight 
of greed heavier than gold. 
 
Saloon girls never blushed, 
pianos grinding with them 
fiddles like advancing storms 
of strung out intentions. 
They’d blow the cowboys 
right off their barstools 
and out their boots — whirlwinds 
of seduction, one-nighters. Cheap 
perfume didn’t sanitize 
the lust or the cruel glitter 
in their eyes. 
 
I slurp the rest 
of the amber beer, gold 
froth disappearing down 
the sides of glass. 
 
I toss a coin 
on the wooden bar, 
watch it twirl, for a moment 
it catches bar light & flickers 
gold. 
 
Outside, an eerie light — the sun 
a gold medallion 
illumines the tombstones 
their shadows digging 
deep into the afternoon. 
 
 
Starwashed 
 
What if the night were washed of stars? 
Where would all the ancient poets be 
with just the sun, the moon, but not the stars? 
Job wouldn’t see Arcturus and his sons 
guide the flock of stars nor see the great Orion 
loose his gilded belt or star-studded hilt 
of sword. He wouldn’t see the crooked serpents 
writhe high through sky or see the scorpion 
skitter at his heel. Invisible they’d be—lost 
in granulated dark, in lofted desert glare. 
 
No stars there’d be to name, 
no mazzaroth to paint on ensigns of ancient 
Israelite armies. What would the wise men 
contemplate to find their king? No pendant 
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burning dark Jerusalem skies. No songs 
of angels when holy mother cradled child, 
but starless-eyed, the dragon would slither 
at her feet. Who could see to warn her? 
 
Who could find their way without careening 
constellations—helm’s wheel of heaven turns 
to steer the sailors overseas and keep them safe 
from time of storms?  To help the farmers in 
the work of days in hungry fields, their eyes 
fixed also on the Pleiades to know the time 
to sow and reap? If the skies were light-washed, 
 
then Whitman would not speak of it, no 
learn’d astronomer to ponder wisdom 
of the universe. No eremite in Keats’ or Byron’s 
poem to spout of stellar temperatures. My God! 
The physics of it all’d be lost, or found 
perhaps, much later after fumbling in the murk 
—no rosy fingered dawn to shed some light. 
 
Not even Galileo would have seen the moons 
of Jupiter. And I wonder if Newton would’ve 
thought of stars and how they pulled together. 
Or even Poe to write about their troubled light 
that traveled since creation and hasn’t reached 
our telescopes. We’d have to wait some more 
for Einstein’s relativity and know our place 
among the hapless night-washed stars. Gray 
 
night could not have lustered diamonds 
in the sky, their sparkle, lost, as in a dirty sea 
—their drops of starlight sprayed, fell blindly 
on the retinas of early Greeks (Hipparchus, too, 
no need for a magnitude brightness scale). 
For Struve & Bessel, no starlight speed to clock, 
no parallax to measure lonely distances to stars. 
But who would care? 
 
Van Gogh? Or Theodore? Their French café 
would have no starry night. No, not just Paris. 
No Holst or Mozart to strum our hearts—no music 
of the wandering stars. My Jupiter and Mars 
in obfuscated skies. No light of stars, no psalms 
of life or more Longfellow verse about the dark 
and jeweled sky; no Yeats’ cloth of heaven. 
 
And all the kisses you’d have missed. No stars 
to count except the ones your eyes can shine. 
The dimming of our hopes. What great legacies 
will be lost—the symphonies, the art & science. 
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No stars to sing. How then can heaven declare 
the glory when their silence fills the Earth? 
 
 
Windmills 
 
Roots tether deciduous trees to forest floor, 
branches thrust into sky. Leaves immerse 
 
in sun, in clouds, coax rain from them 
and drink it all. Lacy chlorophyll umbrellas 
 
capture Sol—its smooth green pulled taught 
over veins that course their blood charged 
 
with energy. Breathe in wind, each leaf, 
a windmill, soft stems pinioned to branch. 
 
Air twists. Effortless waves of fleshy leaves, 
thousands of them move worlds 
 
with strength of giants. Our windmills 
—arms stiff as oak; panels for palms— 
 
poke the sun, rake the wind 
with only green on its mechanical minds. 
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John McKernan is now a retir ed comma herder . He lives – mostly – in West Virginia where he edits ABZ Press. His most 

recent book is a selected poems Resurrection of the Dust. He has published poems in The Atlantic Monthly, 

The Paris Review, The New Yorker, Virginia Quarterly Review and many other magazines. 

 

I CAN MAKE A GOLDFISH TALK 
  
Two sprinkles of dried insect 
One shake of slivered worms 
  
Pet a cat 
So the purr 
Sounds like French 
  
Give me a homeless mutt 
I’ll have it baying 
At a full moon 
By midnight 
  
I’m always in training 
To drag my soul 
From its dungeon 
To hear its stories of light 
Whispered in sign language 
 
 
I WANT   
  
To read sundials at midnight 
In a perfume of orange vodka 
  
To read a front page story 
Unicorn & Phoenix 
Grilled by lightning 
  
To turn the hour hands back 
To break the second hands off 
To never answer that phone 
To hear those words in Braille 
 
To read my brother’s name 
His overdue bill from Harley Davidson 
His shredded speeding ticket 
His jottings for some guitar music 
Not this obituary in this wretched paper 

John McKernan 
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MY PLAN FOR WOOL CLOTHING -- PARKA AND GLOVES AND SNOW SHOES UNFREEZABLE TUBES OF 
COLOR TO PAINT JANUARY IN NORTH CANADA 
  
To capture a crow 
Against a snow drift 
  
To hide 
The black & blue shadows of an igloo 
Inside a snowball the size of the Eiffel Tower 
  
To blend 
The tears of the caribou 
Onto the surface 
Of a mile-wide lake 
  
To bury 
Every wheat kernel 
Every grain of barley 
Beneath a twelve-day cloud 
Of ice & snow & hail 
  
Art should have an agenda 
A social purpose even 
To show us how 
Nature hates every human 
Especially our inner feelings 
Not just the frozen thumbs 
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Kenneth Pobo won the 2011 qarr tsiluni chapbook contest for  Ice And Gaywings. His work has appeared in Mudfish, 
Indiana Review, PerContra, Weber Studies, and elsewhere. In 2013 his chapbook Placemats was released by Eastern Point 
Press. 
 
 
Tiki Torch 
  
Here the pavement smells divine.  
The divine smells like someone cracked 
the universe into a skillet and scrambled.  
Anonymity walks close by. I live 
  
between frequencies, the air, 
colored dots eaten off a sheet, 
the sweet taste lingering 
as I drift in and 
out of invisible stores, 
  
buying American history, 
setting it on my lawn, 
a tiki torch lighting the face 
of a grumpy dahlia by the deck. 

Kenneth Pobo 
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Anca Vlasopolos published the award-winning novel The New Bedford Samurai, the award-winning memoir No Return 
Address: A Memoir of Displacement, two collections of poems, Walking Toward Solstice and Penguins in a Warming 
World, three poetry chapbooks, a detective novel, Missing Members, and over two hundred poems and short stories. She was 
nominated several times for the Pushcart Award in poetry and fiction. She is associate editor of Corridors Magazine. 
 
 
Paris Sediments 
 
layered under time 
when violently opened 
the city shows the depths of our ruin 
these chambers            baths                theaters            temples 
a time when gallo-roman gamins 
could frolic in a Seine 
not corseted in banks of stone 
 
layered across my insignificant chronology 
she drives in the spike of memory 
for all that’s gone and flown 
since last time and all the times before 
I stood on these same stones 
 
acacias flowering out of season 
this early august 
at every breeze 
shed blossoms on our heads 
not heeding grey or sparseness 
 
on the boulevard 
sycamores 
let down 
a rattle of dry leaves 
reminder 
that 
despite those stray blooms among our curls 
the season 
                           juggernaut 
moves on 
 

Anca Vlasopolos 
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About the press 
Founded in 2008 by poet Seth Jani, SCP is an online, in-print and ephemera based micropress that seeks to vigorously pro-

mote and distribute the works of new and established poets. 

It commits to no prescribed esthetic but has a strong inclination to view art as a means of promoting unity and meaningful 
interaction. 
 
The heart of the press is its online literary journal CircleShow, and its home on the web can be found at 
www.sevencirclepress.com. 

Created by Alli May of ALLIMAY DESIGN  
(www.allimaydesign.com) our logo represents our belief in a 
flexible lunar consciousness, a nourishing, dark maternal cre-
ativity. 
 
The small sprout also points to our identification as a home-
grown project born out of commitment, passion and vision 
free from either establishment esthetics or corporate packag-
ing. A wild, poetic biodiversity of weeds and roses. 
 
For more information about the press and our vision, as well 
as an explanation of the Seven Circles themselves visit our 
About SCP Page on our website at:  
http://www.sevencirclepress.com/aboutscp.htm 
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